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We report recent progress toward a nonperturbative formulation of many-body quantum dynamics that treats
all constituent particles on an equal footing. This formulation is capable of detailing the evolution of a system
toward the diverse fragments into which it can break up. We illustrate the general concept with the simple
example of the simultaneous excitation of both electrons in a helium atom.@S1050-2947~96!07206-X#

PACS number~s!: 31.101z

I. INTRODUCTION

Chemical reactions proceed generally with reactants con-
verging to form a ‘‘complex’’ ~or ‘‘transition state’’!, fol-
lowed by fragmentation of the complex into alternative chan-
nels. The fragmentation process may begin with the complex
in a compact state, whose radiusr depends on a balance
between the kinetic energy of confinement within the radius
r and the Coulomb interaction between nuclei and electrons
less than a distancer apart. The kinetic energy arising from
particle concentration in a small volume is generally repre-
sented by a centrifugal potential that decreases as the inverse
radius squared. This potential leads to radial expansion until
the Coulomb interaction, inversely proportional to the radius,
becomes dominant, thus allowing the system to evolve to-
ward alternative fragmentation channels.

These circumstances are generally familiar. The same dy-
namics applies, perhaps less familiarly, to the excitation of
atomic systems initially in their ground state and then ex-
cited, e.g., by light absorption. The sudden absorption of
energy enables the system to sample larger centrifugal fields,
thus breaking the ground state’s stability and causing the
radius to expand toward fragmentation, typically in a channel
with an electron~or a few electrons! separate from a residual
core. This situation often differs in that the energy absorbed
from radiation does not suffice to achieve full fragmentation,
achieving instead a new equilibrium characteristic of an ex-
cited state. This remark intends to stress that fragmentation
processes occur whether or not the available energy suffices
to reach full separation of a system, including thus a large
fraction of all physicochemical phenomena.

Note also that the formation of a complex with sufficient
energy to expand toward fragmentation is basically recipro-
cal to fragmentation itself. Accordingly it was stressed ear-
lier @1# that the study of fragmentationper seencompasses
much of atomic and molecular physics.

Quantum mechanical scattering theory often constructs
‘‘Jost’’ matrices that connect whole sets of alternative com-
pact ‘‘c’’ states of each system with alternative fragmented
‘‘ f ’’ states, matrices indicated here byJfc @2#. A standing
wave function is then represented, in the limit of large radial
distances, by sin(kf r)Jfc . More conveniently one separates

outgoing and incoming components of this function in the
form

eik f rJf c
1 , e2 ik f rJf c

2 . ~1!

The matricesJ1 and J2 are complex conjugate when the
energy suffices to achieve full fragmentation, that is for en-
ergetically‘‘open’’ channels. For the‘‘closed’’ channels in-
stead, thekf values are imaginary, whereby one component
of Eq. ~1! converges exponentially asr→`, and the other
diverges. The Jost matrices serve to construct scattering ma-
trices

Sf 8 f5(
c
Jf 8c

1 F 1J2G
c f

~2!

for open channels. Analogous matrices occur for closed
channels, as detailed in Ref.@1#.

Substantial evidence, outlined, e.g., in@3#, indicates that
the values of Jost matrices, derived from experiment or cal-
culated by solving relevant Schro¨dinger equations, actually
receive major contributions at localized values of the radial
distance. The Jost matrices typically fail to exploit this cir-
cumstance, being computed at a single radial distance only.
A main focus here will therefore be to extract the detailed
evolution of Jost matrices from their short- to long-range
behaviors. More precisely, the present treatment yields a set
of approximate quantum numbers, appropriate to the near
separability of each region of space, that interpolate
smoothly between thec and f limits as the system evolves.
This study continues a previous preliminary report@4#, ex-
tending its results to higher energies.

II. FORMULATION

According to Ref.@1#, atomic and molecular states are
best described in the framework of scattering theory and glo-
bally for the whole system under consideration rather than
primarily as aggregates of independent constituents. For pur-
poses of introduction, we consider first the radial evolution
of a single particle scattered by a potential well.

A. Elementary example

Separation of variables holds for spherically symmetric
wells, yielding partial-wave solutions for each orbital
momentum eigenfunction of the formC lm(r ,u,w)
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5Flm(r)Ylm(u,w). Asymmetries of the potential well allow
separation to hold only in the limits of small or large radial
distances. Thus we write

C l0m0
~r ,u,w!→r l011Yl0m0

~u,w! as r→0, ~3a!

with subscripts ‘‘l 0m0’’ to indicate the zero-r behavior, i.e.,
the ‘‘c’’ limit. At larger radial distances, the wave function is
expanded into a series of spherical harmonics,

C l0m0
~rW !5(

lm
Fl0m0 ,lm

~r !Ylm~u,w!. ~3b!

The coefficients of this expansion are then determined by
solving a system of coupledordinary differential equations
governing theFl0m0 ,lm

(r ).
Separability prevails again, however, beyond the rim of

the potential well, i.e., atr.r 0 , where each independent
wave functionCr(rW) factors into the product of a radial and
of an angular function,

(
l0 ,m0

Al0m0

r C l0m0
~rW !5sin~krr1dr!(

l ,m
blm

r Ylm~u,w!

for r.r 0 . ~4!

The phase shiftdr and the coefficientsblm
r in this equation

represent, respectively, the eigenphase shift and the eigen-
vector of the matrix~2! that represents the electron’s scatter-
ing by the potential well.1 These parameters have nor de-
pendence, reflecting the entire effect of the potential well on
the scattered particle. For long-ranged potentials, e.g., Cou-
lomb potentials, an equivalent separability prevails anyhow,
in the asymptotic limitr→` @5#.

B. Displaying the progression of phase shifts

A major contribution towards describing the evolution of
atomic systems from their compact to their fragmented states
stems from a suggestion in the mid-1960’s, which was
hardly ever implemented since that time@6#. Its centerpiece
consists of working out how each phase shift attains its value
dr beyond the rim of a potential well in the course of propa-
gation from the center to the rim of the potential well. To this
end in Ref. @6# the idea was conceived oftruncating the
potential well at a sequence of mock rims with intermediate
radii 0<r<r 0 , a method now dubbed as ‘‘invariant imbed-
ding’’ @7#.

Not only each mock phase shiftdr , but also its corre-
sponding mock eigenvector^ru lm& is evaluated at each ra-
dius r , being thus mapped as a function of that radius. This
procedure establishes a direct link from the zero value of

dr as r→0 ~where the eigenvector̂ru lm& reduces to its
single nonzero component^ru l 0m0&), to its actual value at
the rim r5r 0 . The procedure appears to have been first
implemented in a study on diatomic molecules@8#, wherer
stood for the internuclear distance, and more recently for a H
atom in a magnetic field@9#, as well as for the doubly excited
states of helium@10#. These results compute phaseshifts,
which are tied to the set of reference functions selected. In
the following we will describe instead a more flexible pro-
cedure, first elaborated in@4#, that determines eigenchannels
of total phase, which prove independent of the radial basis in
which they are computed.

C. Multiparticle treatment

Returning now to our task of formulating the solution of
the Schro¨dinger equation for multiparticle systems, we must
first establish an appropriate system of coordinates. We take
a cue from the simplest example of the He atom, where
radial correlations between the two electrons have long been
represented by changing the Cartesian coordinate pair
(r 1 ,r 2) into the polar coordinate pair (R,a). Similarly, the
set of multiparticle position coordinates$r 1W ,r 2W , . . . ,r NW % is
represented by a single 3(N21)-dimensional vectorRW with
origin at the system’s center of mass, for example, at the
nucleus of a single atom. This vector is then represented in
multidimensional polar hyperspherical mass-weighted coor-
dinatesRW [$R,R̂% with

R5A( imir i
2

M
,M5(

i
mi ,(

i
mir iW50. ~5!

This multidimensional notation leads us to replace the ex-
pansion~3b! in spherical harmonics with an expansion of the
wave function C(RW ) into hyperspherical harmonics
YlmW (R̂), eigenfunctions of the hyperangular LaplacianD R̂ ,
with eigenvaluel(l13N25); see, e.g., Ref.@11#. HeremW
stands for a set of quantum numbers conjugate to the angular
coordinatesR̂. Many parametrizations ofR̂ and mW exist,
which we need not specify here. There results the expansion

Cl0m0
W ~RW !5(

l,mW
Fl0m0

W ,lmW ~R!YlmW ~R̂!. ~6a!

The analogue of Eq.~3a!, representing the hyper-radial wave
nearR50, then reads

Fl0m0
W ,lmW ~R!→Rl01~3N24!/2dl0m0

W ,lmW as R→0. ~6b!

The expansion~6a! leads to the set of close-coupled radial
Schrödinger equations

d2

dR2
Fl0m0

W ,lmW ~R!1 (
l8m8W

^lmW uk2~R!ul8m8W &

Fl0m0
W ,l8m8W ~R!50, ~7!

with the squared-wave-number matrix

1The wave function of the scattered electron is represented, out-
side the potential well, in the generic form sin(kr r)Ylm(u,w)
1cos(kr r)(l8m8Yl8m8(u,w)Kl8m8,lm . The ‘‘reaction matrix’’K is rep-
resented, in turn, through its eigenvalues and eigenvectors as
(r8^ l 8m8ur8&tandr8^r8u lm&. Multiplying the wave function, on its
right, by ^ lmur&cosdr and rewriting the eigenvector^ lmur&cosdr as
blm

r yields the wave function~4!.
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~78!

HereZ(R̂)/R represents the Coulomb potential energy of the
interacting constituents, evaluated at a fixed hyper-radius
R. The ellipses at the end of Eq. (78) stand for possible
additional terms of thek2 matrix corresponding to Hamil-
tonian terms for spin-orbit or relativistic corrections. The
ability of this equation to include such effects appears very
important because it bypasses the previous need to introduce
them by perturbative treatments rather than directly in the
basic equation.

D. R-matrix equation

Solving our multidimensional Eq.~7! requires us to
modify our initial treatment of a single particle in a potential
well, insofar as the potential well was surrounded, beyond its
rim, by a region without potential. A phase shift was then
introduced to represent the wave function’s phase generated
by the well ‘‘in addition’’ to the phase that would have re-
sulted from the wave function’s propagation free of poten-
tial.

The formulation of Eq.~7! leaves instead the range of
integration unspecified, providing a single boundary condi-
tion at R50. We deal thus with solving the equation over
successively increasing finite ranges ofR, analogous to the
successive radiir considered in Sec. II B. We impose an
appropriate boundary condition at each selected value ofR.
The condition seeks eigenfunctions that display auniform
‘‘eigenphase’’over the whole hyperspherical surface of ra-
diusR, much as the relevant eigenfunctions in Sec. II A or
II B sought constant phase shifts beyond the well’s rim at
r 0 . To fulfill this requirement, one diagonalizes, over the
surface, anR matrix R that represents the normal logarith-
mic radial derivative of the solutionF(R) of Eq. ~7!, namely,

^lmW uR~R!ul8m8W &5 (
l0m0
W

FdFdRG
lmW ,l0m0

W

21

Fl0m0
W ,l8m8W ~R!

5(
r

^lmW ur&tanfr~R!^rul8m8W &. ~8!

Solving Eq.~7! within this frame proceeds, as in Ref.@4#,
by seekingR directly—instead of the functionF(R) itself,
by transforming the second-order Eq.~7! into a pair of first-
order ‘‘variable phase’’ equations for the eigenvaluefr(R)
and eigenvectorŝrulmW & of theR matrix. The relevant equa-
tions read@4#

dfr

dR
5cos2fr1^ruk2~R!ur&sin2fr , ~9a!

d^rulmW &
dR

5 (
r8Þr

sinfr^ruk2~R!ur8&sinfr8
sin~fr2fr8!

^r8ulmW &.

~9b!

Thus each channel’s eigenphasefr evolves nearly indepen-
dently, driven by an effective channel potential embodied in
the diagonal portion of the squared channel wave number.
Coupling between differentr channels is instead embodied
in Eq. ~9b!, whose denominator vanishes whenever two of
the eigenphasesfr become degenerate, i.e., coincidemodulo
p. The resulting singularity of the equation yields an
‘‘avoided crossing’’ of the corresponding plots of the eigen-
phase pair. These plots bend then, more or less sharply, de-
pending on the numerator’s value, generating a localized dis-
turbance of the relevant propagation channels, as will be
very apparent in Sec. III.

The eigenvectorŝrulmW & serve to connect smoothly the

ul0m0
W & channels at smallR to the fully coupled̂ ru channels

at largerR, i.e., they transform between the ‘‘c’’ and ‘‘ f ’’
channels referred to in the Introduction. Note, however, that
Eqs. ~9! describe only the ‘‘phase’’ portion of a phase-
amplitude method. Full scattering solutions to the Schro¨-
dinger equation would require solution of a further set of
‘‘amplitude equations,’’ which would remix ther eigen-
channels. We emphasize, however, that the eigenphases
fr(R) contain information on both the energy levels and
autoionization widths of the doubly excited states of helium.
This circumstance, detailed in@4#, arises because the eigen-
phases adequately represent the hyper-radial nodal structure
of the wave function. Evaluation of theexactenergies and
widths would require evaluation of channel coupling in the
R→` limit, either by continuing the integration of Eqs.~9!,
or by an ‘‘elimination of closed channels’’ in the framework
of quantum defect theory. We have not attempted this evalu-
ation here, since our interest lies in the short-range evolution
of the fragmentation channels.

E. Numerical computation of the eigenphases

In principle, the expansion~6a! of a stationary state wave
function into hyperspherical harmonics is valid, since the
harmonics form a complete set. In practice, however, the
convergence is very slow even at moderate values ofR @12#.
Thus while the harmonic expansion sufficed for the limited
application of Ref.@4#, an alternative expansion proves nec-
essary for the higher energies discussed here. Note that the
R matrix described above identifies its own eigenchannels in
a basis-independent way; a specific choice of basis functions
serves only to simplify calculation.

To this end, a useful set of basis functions is afforded by
the well-known adiabatic approximation, modeled on the
born-Oppenheimer approximation of molecular physics@13#.
This approximation treats the hyper-radiusR as a ‘‘slow’’
coordinate, diagonalizing then the operatork2(R) of Eq.
(78) to yield a set of potential curvesUn(R) and adiabatic
angular functionsFn(R;R̂)5(l,mW clmW

n (R)YlmW (R̂):
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(
l8,mW 8

F [l1~3N25!/2]22 1
4 ]

R2 dlmW ,l8mW 8

2
^lmW uZ~R̂!ul8mW 8&

R
G cl8mW 8

n
~R!5Un~R!clmW

n . ~10!

Standard procedures exist for calculating these potential
curves very accurately@14#, along with the antisymmetric
matricesPnn8 that describe their nonadiabatic couplings:

Pnn85E dR̂Fn~R;R̂!
]

]R
Fn8~R;R̂!. ~11!

Cast in these terms, Eq.~9a! remains unchanged, but~9b! is
complemented by theP matrix as follows:

d^run&
dR

5(
n8

^run8&Pn8n1 (
r8Þr

sinfrkrr8
2 sinfr8

sin~fr2fr8!
^r8un&.

~9b8!

The results in the next section were computed by directly
integrating Eqs.~9a! and ~9b8), which, although nonlinear,
prove remarkably stable, producing results in fair agreement
with more elaborate calculations. Coupling only the lowest
ten adiabatic channels proved sufficient to obtain the results
presented here.

III. APPLICATION TO DOUBLY EXCITED HELIUM
1S STATES

The main application of Sec. II has been carried out in
Ref. @15# to the simple case of1S states of helium, with
boundary conditions atR50 classified by a set of hyper-
spherical quantum numbers appropriate to a pair of electrons
in the field of an infinitely heavy nucleus. These are the
orbital momenta of each electronl ~equal to one another for
theS state!, and an additionaln, representing the number of
nodes of the wave function factor corresponding to oscilla-
tions of the ratio between the electrons’ radial coordinates,
r 2 /r 15tana. This pair of quantum numbers determines the
value of the l quantum number introduced in Sec. II,
namely,l52(l1n).

The equation pair~9a!, ~9b8! was integrated numerically
at a sequence of increasing energiesE, in the range of 57–74
eV above the helium ground state, corresponding to several
of the lower-lying double excitations of helium. We describe
here primarily the behavior of the eigenphasesfr , implying
many corresponding features of their associated eigenvectors
^ru.

Figure 1 displays a set of eigenphasesfr(R), with mod-
estr values, plotted modp over the range ofR up to 16 a.u.,
calculated at energiesE about 21 eV below the double-
ionization threshold, specifically just below~a! and above~b!
the lowest doubly excited level, ‘‘(2s2)1S. ’’ Dashed lines
have been inserted to suggest the ‘‘diabatic’’ connection of
eigenphases, in the sense of the Landau-Zener treatment of
curve crossings@16#. That is, we view initially the eigen-
phases with similar slopes on either side of a crossing as
belonging together. At values offr up to about 0.2p, all
crossings do appear diabatic, owing partly to the near-zero

factors sinfr in the numerator of the singular term of the Eq.
~9b8). As expected, the curves start at the origin, with dif-
ferent slopes corresponding to different values of the param-
eterl that controls the strength of the centrifugal potential in
Eq. (78). The fastest rising curve, corresponding to single-
electron ionization, attains the value ofp quickly, since the
ejected electron travels rapidly, with a kinetic energy above
33 eV. The plot shows this curve emerging repeatedly at the
zero ordinate, corresponding to successive multiples ofp.

The second most rapidly rising eigenphase, labeled
‘‘ r52’’ in Fig. 1, represents a resonant state with insuffi-
cient energy to fragment all the way toR→`. Indeed, this
eigenphase reachesp for the first time only at the slightly
higher energy of Fig. 1~b!; this occurrence of a phase equal
to p, i.e., the addition of a radial node in the wave function,
signals the resonant energy@4#. Moreover, when viewed as a
function of energy at a large fixed value ofR, a single eigen-
phase is seen to rise by;p within a certain well-defined
width ~cf. Fig. 6 of Ref.@4#!. The energy derivative of this
rise yields a Lorentzian line shape centered at an energy
E557.8 eV above the helium ground state, with a full width
at half maximum ofG50.098 eV, as compared to the accu-

FIG. 1. ~a! Eigenphases modulop, fr /p, vs the square root of
the hyper-radius, calculated at the total energyE557 eV above the
ground state, just below the ‘‘(2s2)1S’’ resonant state of helium.
The dashed lines suggest diabatic crossings, as discussed in the text.
~b! shows the same set of eigenphases, calculated at a total energy
E558 eV above the ground state.
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rate calculations of Ho@17#, E557.8 eV,G50.125 eV. No-
tice that the eigenphases predict too small a width, i.e., a
greater stability of the resonant state, indicating a small ad-
ditional coupling between the resonant and continuum chan-
nels at even larger values ofR.

For values offr nearp/2, many crossings are clearly
avoided, implying increasing variation of the eigenvectors
^ru, according to~9b8!. Again following Ref. @16#, a more
realistic view interprets the eigenvector^(r51)u as evolving
smoothly into the eigenvector̂(r52)u as the crossing is
traversed from left to right.

Figure 2 presents an analogue of Fig. 1 for an energy near
the ‘‘(4s2)1S’’ resonance. As above, the energy dependence
of the eigenphases at largeR identifies the energy of the
resonance asE573.5 eV above the helium ground state, and
its width asG50.046 eV, as compared to Ho’sE573.5 eV
and G50.053 eV @17#. Again, the width predicted by the
eigenphases is too small, expressing the missing coupling
between bound and continuum states that we have neglected.
Notice that many more eigenphases appear here, owing to
the much larger number of possible excitations of the atom at
this higher energy. Nevertheless, most of these eigenphases
rise rapidly through many multiples ofp, representing the
numerous single ionization channels available at this energy,
which are mostly irrelevant to our present discussion of the
doubly excited states. The eigenphases serve toidentify and
separatethe independent excitations, as evidenced by the
sharpness of the majority of avoided crossings in Fig. 2.
Large avoided crossings occur instead only when interaction
between different excitations is inescapable. An example is
indicated by the diamond symbols in Fig. 2, which highlight
the primary region of interaction where the ‘‘4s2’’ state
couples to the primary continuum channel into which it au-
toionizes. The concentration of these crossings in a small
range ofR ~and nearfr5p/2) documents the initial expec-
tation that major physical processes arise within a minor
fraction of the ranges of relevant variables.

Reference@15# details the rapid evolution of eigenchan-
nels across large avoided crossings of their eigenphases. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates this rapid evolution for a particular case,
namely, the large avoided crossing nearR517 a.u. indicated
in Fig. 2. These figures show the electron pair density, plot-
ted versus the anglesa and u125cos21(r̂1•r̂2) for fixed
hyper-radii before@Fig. 3~a!# and after@Fig. 3~b!# the cross-
ing. Figure 3~a! shows a channel with density localized near
a high potential region, colloquially labeled the ‘‘ridge,’’ at

equal radial distances (r 15r 2 or a5p/4) and atr 1W near

2r 2W @18#. 2 This localization appears unstable, since the den-
sity appears flattened in the immediate vicinity of the ridge,
indicating its impending approach to lower potential regions.

2The name ‘‘ridge’’ arises because the effective charge function
Z(R̂) in Eq. (78) exhibits a local maximum in thea coordinate at
a5p/4.

FIG. 2. A set of eigenphases similar to those of Fig. 1, but
calculated at an energy ofE574 eV above the ground state, near
the ‘‘(4s2)1S’’ resonant state of helium. Note the strong diabaticity
of most crossings. Nevertheless, there still exist large avoided
crossings in the eigenphases, notably the one indicated by the dia-
mond symbols. Such crossings indicate the well-localized regions
where the channels interact.

FIG. 3. Electron pair density for a ridgelikeR-matrix eigenchan-
nel function evaluated justbefore~a! andafter ~b! the large avoided
crossing in Fig. 2. This crossing sharpens the ridge localization of
the channel function.

FIG. 4. Electron pair density as defined in Eq.~12!, for the ‘‘
(4s2)1S’’ resonant state of helium. The absence of nodes in thea
coordinate identifies this mode as localized on the potential ridge.
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Nevertheless, on the other side of the crossing this channel
has stabilized on the ridge@Fig. 3~b!#. Wave functions local-
ized on the ridge had been constructed in the past, but the
emergence of this localization from the sameab initio treat-
ment that localizes single ionization ata values near the
ends of their range amounts to a major contribution of Ref.
@15#.

Finally, Fig. 4 documents more globally the concentration
of an eigenchannel on the ridge. We plot here the squared
eigenchannel function

usinfr~R!(
n

Fn~R;R̂!^nur~R!&u2

5usinfr~R!(
lmW

YlmW ~R̂!^lmW ur~R!&u2, ~12!

analogous to the function~4! in the single-particle case. The
function ~12! is plotted in the (r 1 ,r 2) plane, with the angle
u12 between the electron directions held fixed atp. This
function was constructed at the same energy as the eigen-
phases of Fig. 2, traversing the large avoided crossings adia-
batically, that is, treating them as avoided crossings. The
resulting Fig. 4 displays no nodes in thea coordinate, in
accordance with a stable localization about the potential
ridge.

The quantity being squared in Eq.~12! does not represent
a full solution to the Schro¨dinger equation, since it has yet to
be complemented by anR-varying amplitude function. In
general, such amplitudes will mix alternative channels hav-
ing different eigenphases. This mixing is, however, also ex-
pected to concentrate near avoided crossings of the eigen-
phases. Thus, while Fig. 4 fails to identify a physical electron
density, it does isolate a significant contribution to the full
electron-pair dynamics. Its specific contribution will be the
subject of a future report.

IV. DISCUSSION

This paper has summarized the extension of the proce-
dures of Refs.@4,9,15# to realisticab initio applications to
multiparticle systems. The main feature of this procedure lies

in its systematic utilization of locally separable approxima-
tions to solve globally nonseparable problems. Local separa-
bility prevails in the limit R→0 where the centrifugal
potential—and thereby rotational invariance—prevails. It
prevails even more obviously in the fragmentation limit,
where two of the system’s elements fall apart.~Details of the
fragmentation have been laid out in Ref.@19#.! The artifice
described in Sec. II B@6# amplifies the implementation of
local separability. This procedure affords the future options
of enforcing uniformity of parameters other thanfr—for
instance,dfr /dR—over constant-R surfaces.

The major pending challenge to the present approach lies
in extending its application to systems with increasing num-
bers of particles. Multielectron atoms have been treated by
Cavagnero@20# to the extent of constructing generic matrices
of the ‘‘effective charge’’Z(R̂) of Eq.(78). More complex,
however, is the task of mastering the dynamical evolution of
systems with numerous and diverse particles, as well as that
of implementing an adequate development of the systematics
and practice of hyperspherical harmonics. The example of
the H2 molecule has been under development in this group
for some time, but not yet completed. Extensive efforts have
been directed to formulate the geometrical aspects of this
undertaking, as well as the systematics of hyperspherical har-
monics, whose results remain to be published.

These technical hurdles remain in treating the angular co-
ordinates. On the other hand, the situation in the hyper-radial
coordinate is much clearer. In general, rapidly rising eigen-
phases should represent fairly ‘‘trivial’’ fragmentations, such
as single ionizations in the present case, or dissociations in
the molecular case. At the other extreme, eigenphases that
grow slowly belong to ‘‘strongly closed’’ channels, which
only become important at larger total energies. Therefore
only a modest collection of eigenphases in between these
extremes yields relevant dynamics in a given energy range.
Maps of the eigenphases, and especially their avoided cross-
ings, versusR andE should prove valuable in sorting out
fragmentations in many systems.
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